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Duration of untreated illness and outcome
in schizophrenia: test of predictions in relation
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Background
The nature of the relationship between duration of the prediagnostic interval in schizophrenia and better outcomes
remains unclear.
Aims
To re-examine data from one of the earliest studies
suggesting an association between long pre-treatment
interval and compromised outcome, assessing the
relationship between symptomatic and social variables and
increased relapse risk at 1 year.

lower scores on tension derived from the Present State
Examination, exhibited more behaviour threatening to others
and more bizarre behaviour, were more likely to be single, to
live alone or dependently, to be unemployed and to have
experienced more adverse life events prior to admission.
Logistic regression showed that diminished tension, bizarre
behaviour and unemployed status independently increased
the risk of relapse, bizarre behaviour making the single
biggest contribution. Tension did not remain significant with
log-transformation of data.

Method
Symptomatic, social and demographic data from participants
in the Northwick Park Study of First Episodes who completed
12-month follow-up (n = 101) were re-analysed in the context
of duration of untreated illness (DUI).

Conclusions
Findings are consistent with the conclusion that long DUI can
reflect characteristics of the psychosis itself rather than delay
in treatment.

Results
At admission, those with long DUI were more likely to have
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Reduction in the time over which a psychotic process evolves from
emergence of the first features of disorder to diagnosis and
instigation of treatment (DUI, duration of untreated illness/
DUP, duration of untreated psychosis) underpins early intervention. Considerable impetus to development in this field came
from an influential review by Wyatt1 in which he argued that
patients with schizophrenia who received antipsychotics earlier
had better long-term outcomes. Two reviews agree that shorter
DUP is associated with modest benefits in short-term outcomes
across a number of domains.2,3 This does not however establish
a direct causative relationship,2 with individual results still open
to interpretation.4,5 The question of whether the association is
confounded by some other factor(s) inherent in different ‘types’
of illness remains.2,6 Furthermore, although a range of
outcomes have been assessed, including symptoms and syndrome
dimensions, psychosocial functioning/quality of life and cognition,
with variable results, few studies have looked at relapse, results
with this outcome again being contradictory.3
One of the earliest sources from which Wyatt drew evidence
was the Northwick Park Study of First Episodes, designed to assess
the value of maintenance antipsychotics following first schizophrenia episodes.7 This found a correlation between prolonged
DUI and shortened time to relapse. Two possible explanations
were offered – that some features associated with high relapse risk
lead to delay in admission (e.g. insidious onset which might
independently be associated with poor outcome; poor social
support which might also be related to early relapse following
discharge) or, the ‘more arresting explanation’, that delay in
instituting treatment itself leads to poorer outcome. The authors
speculated that ‘the presence of symptoms untreated by neuroleptic drugs leads to abnormality which cannot be completely
reversed by subsequent treatment’, adding ‘such a possibility
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should not be too readily dismissed’.7 This was the first time these
two possibilities were articulated and far from being dismissed, the
second was the one enthusiastically pursued. In view of the
importance of these conclusions to an ongoing debate, we have
returned to the original data to address which of these two
proposals – the deleterious effect of treatment delay itself or the
presence of factors(s) that relate to both delayed presentation
and high risk of relapse – best accounts for the fact that within this
population there was a group of patients with schizophrenia with
prolonged symptomatology prior to treatment who, after recovery,
relapsed more rapidly than those with shorter pre-treatment intervals. We hypothesised that longer pre-treatment interval would be
associated with: (a) more severe illness at presentation; and (b) the
presence of features that independently relate to increased risk of
relapse.
Method
The Northwick Park Study of First Episodes has been extensively
described elsewhere.7–9 In summary, 462 patients were referred
from nine medical centres within a 35-mile radius of the London
Borough of Harrow for assessment as possible first-episode cases of
schizophrenia. Of these, 235 conformed to study criteria, 120 of
whom recovered from their initial episode to enter a randomised,
placebo-controlled trial of antipsychotic medication to assess the
efficacy of maintenance therapy. The present sample comprises
101 individuals with adequate information who completed the
12-month period following entry.
Assessments at entry included the Present State Examination
(PSE),10 the World Health Organization (WHO) Past History and
Sociodemographic Schedule (PHSD) and Disability Assessment
Schedule (DAS),11 and the Disturbed Behaviour Rating (DBR)
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based on relative/informant interview and devised to provide a
standardised recording of objective behavioural difficulties.8 The
DBR assesses five areas: behaviour threatening to the life of the
patient; behaviour threatening the lives of others; inappropriate
sexual behaviour; damage to property; and bizarre behaviour
not otherwise specified (NOS). Behaviours were recorded as
absent or present once, more than once, or repeatedly for more
than 1 month. As the PSE provided the primary criteria for entry
into the study and was performed first, clinical data were masked
to knowledge of the duration of prior symptomatology.
The present analysis relates to DUI defined from the onset of
any noteworthy symptomatology, not specifically psychotic
phenomena, with onset being determined from data contained
in the PHSD, the DAS and the DBR.
Recovery was clinically determined by the responsible clinical
team, and following discharge, patients were reviewed at least once
every 6 weeks until relapse/readmission or until 12 months after
discharge.
For the primary analysis, the total sample was divided into
three equal groups arbitrarily representing ‘short’ (Group B),
‘intermediate’ (Group C) and ‘long’ (Group A) pre-treatment
intervals. There can be as yet no theoretical basis for such subdivisions,3 the device reflecting a statistical need to deal with skew
in the data. The present analysis relates to those within these
groups who completed 12 months in the study: Group A: onset
of illness more than 1 year prior to admission (n = 28); Group
B: onset of illness less than 44 days prior to admission (n = 29);
Group C: remaining participants with onset of illness between
44 days and 1 year (n = 44).
Severity of the first episode of illness was assessed in terms of:
symptomatology from admission PSE, expressed in terms of the
composite scales derived by Owens et al;12 overall Index of
Definition from the PSE (ranging from 1, indicative of no illness,
to 8, severe illness);10 duration of admission with the first episode
of illness; and degree of behavioural disturbance prior to
admission as described by third-party informants and recorded
on the DBR.
Environmental or external factors shown to be associated
with, or to be precursors of, onset/relapse13 for which data were
available from the Northwick Park data-set include: social support
variables (marital status, living environment, availability of
confidant/e); employment status; life events prior to admission;
illicit substance use, especially cannabis; ethnicity; limited facility
with English; and familiality of the condition.
Although life events were recorded in detail on the WHO
scales, they represented a diversity of circumstances. The present
analysis is restricted to those events deemed to represent ‘serious’
intrusions – dismissal from job, major legal difficulties, death of
significant other, divorce, substantive change in relationship with
spouse/partner and suicide attempt.
Dichotomous variables were considered in terms of the chisquared test. Correlational analyses were undertaken for indices
of illness severity and environmental/external factors relating to
increased relapse risk, across the three DUI groups. Significant
variables were entered into a logistic regression to construct a
model for the prediction of relapse in this sample within 1 year.

Results
Differences in relapse rates in the three groups within 1 year are
shown in Table 1. This confirms that those with a long ‘lead’ time
from illness onset to start of antipsychotic treatment have a significantly higher relapse rate than those with short or intermediate
DUI.

Parameters of severity
Differences in measures of severity (excluding behaviour) between
the three groups are shown in Table 2. The only significant
symptom difference in PSE-derived symptoms scales was that
tension was significantly less severe in those with long lead times.
The Index of Definition was close to maximum in all groups and
did not significantly differ, and there was no significant difference
in the time spent in hospital between the groups.
Findings for behavioural parameters are shown in Table 3.
Those with longer lead times differed from the others in that
‘behaviour threatening to others’ (P50.03) and ‘repeated bizarre
behaviour NOS’ (P = 0.003) were significantly more common.
Social/environmental factors
As shown in Table 4, on admission Group A individuals were
more likely to be single with no partner (P = 0.005), to be living
alone/with parents (P = 0.033) and were less likely to be employed
(P = 0.001). Although less consistent, life events results suggested
that those with long lead times were less likely than others to have
experienced a major life event in the 3 months prior to admission.
No significant differences emerged in terms of cannabis use
(relatively uncommon at this time), family history of psychotic
illness, ethnicity or possible language differences.
Thus, at admission to hospital, significant differences existed
between the groups in terms of the symptomatic variables of
tension, behaviour threatening to others, and bizarre behaviour
NOS, and the social variables of marital status, living environment,
Table 1

Duration of untreated illness and relapse
Group B
Group C
Group A
(long),a n % (short),b n % (intermediate),c n %

No relapse within 1 year
Relapse within 1 year

5 (17.9)

17 (58.6)

22 (50.0)

23 (82.1)

12 (41.4)

22 (50.0)

w2 = 10.9, P = 0.004.
a. Onset of illness more than 1 year prior to admission (n = 28).
b. Onset of illness less than 44 days prior to admission (n = 29).
c. Remaining participants with onset of illness between 44 days and 1 year (n = 44).

Table 2 Duration of untreated illness and markers of illness
severity on admission
Group A
(long),a
(n = 27)

Group B
(short),b
(n = 25)

Group C
(intermediate),c
(n = 33)

PSE-derived symptom scale score
Situational anxiety
Tension
Depression
Mania
Overactivity
Incoherence
Perceptual change
Hallucinations
Thought disturbance
Delusional construction
Outside control
Negative symptoms
Index of Definition (PSE)

0.52
3.26
7.00
0.37
0.44
0.81
1.96
4.59
1.74
13.44
4.77
1.00
7.41

0.44
6.12
9.32
0.32
0.92
1.16
2.52
4.40
1.32
14.16
4.32
0.60
7.88

0.79
4.70*
7.33
0.18
0.48
0.94
1.76
5.64
2.00
12.82
4.06
1.18
7.73

Mean duration of hospitalisation,
days

91.8

85.1

86.8

PSE, Present State Examination.
a. Onset of illness more than 1 year prior to admission.
b. Onset of illness less than 44 days prior to admission.
c. Onset of illness between 44 days and 1 year.
*F = 4.93, P = 0.01. All other comparisons not significant.
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Table 3

Duration of untreated illness and behavioural disturbance prior to admission
Group A (long)a

Group B (short)b

Group C (intermediate)c

Behaviour threatening to patient, n (%)
No
Yes

20 (76.9)
6 (23.1)

20 (69.0)
9 (31.0)

28 (73.7)
10 (26.3)

Behaviour threatening to others, n (%)
No
Yes

18 (69.%)
8 (30.8)

26 (89.7)
3 (10.3)

35 (92.1)
3 (7.9)

Disturbed sexual behaviour, n (%)
No
Yes

24 (92.3)
2 (7.7)

25 (86.2)
4 (13.8)

33 (86.8)
5 (13.2)

Damage to property, n (%)
No
Yes

20 (76.9)
6 (23.1)

26 (89.7)
3 (10.3)

36 (94.7)
2 (5.3)

8 (30.8)

14 (48.3)

15 (39.5)

4 (15.4)
14 (53.8)

13 (44.8)
2 (6.9)

14 (36.8)
9 (23.7)

Group A (long)a

Group B (short)b

Group C (intermediate)c

Marital status, n (%)
Never married
Married/partner
Separated/widowed/divorced

18 (69.2)
3 (11.5)
5 (19.2)

14 (51.9)
13 (48.1)
0

28 (66.7)
7 (16.7)
7 (16.7)

Living arrangements, n (%)
Alone
With spouse
With parent
Other

4
3
16
3

1
12
10
5

3
7
20
12

Employment status, n (%)
Unemployed
Sick leave
Other

19 (73.1)
6 (23.1)
1 (3.8)

5 (17.9)
14 (50.0)
9 (32.1)

16 (38.1)
18 (42.9)
8 (19.0)

Life events,d n (%)
None
At least one in the previous 3 months
At least one in the previous 4–12 months

13 (46.4)
4 (14.3)
11 (39.3)

15 (51.7)
10 (34.5)
4 (13.8)

13 (29.5)
44 (43.6)
13 (29.5)

Bizarre behaviour, n (%)
No
Yes
Once or repeated over 1 month
Repeated over 41 month

w2
0.45

7.05, P = 0.029

0.60

4.79

16.3, P = 0.003

a. Onset of illness more than 1 year prior to admission.
b. Onset of illness less than 44 days prior to admission.
c. Onset of illness between 44 days and 1 year.

Table 4

Duration of untreated illness and demographic/life events
w2
14.7, P = 0.005

13.7, P = 0.033
(15.4)
(11.5)
(61.5)
(11.5)

(3.6)
(42.9)
(35.7)
(17.9)

(7.1)
(16.7)
(47.6)
(28.6)
18.5, P = 0.001

9.80, P = 0.44

a. Onset of illness more than 1 year prior to admission.
b. Onset of illness less than 44 days prior to admission.
c. Onset of illness between 44 days and 1 year.
d. Composite of dismissal from job, attempted suicide, legal problems, bereavement, divorce, altered relationship with spouse.

employment status and life events. The relationship of each of
these to relapse was then explored.
A lower tension score was significantly related to likelihood of
relapse (F = 4.37, P = 0.04), as was the presence of bizarre
behaviour NOS (F = 11.58, P = 0.003) and unemployment on
admission (F = 8.75, P = 0.013). None of the other variables were
significantly associated with relapse.
Using logistic regression, the best model for predicting relapse
was constructed. The significant predictors were:
(a) a relative absence of tension at admission
(b) bizarre behaviour evident at least once over 1 month prior to
admission
(c) repeated bizarre behaviour prior to admission
(d) being unemployed on discharge from hospital
(e) being assigned to placebo in the clinical trial.
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Once variables (a) to (d) are entered into the model, lead
time prior to hospitalisation does not make a significant
contribution. None of the variables considered predicted time
to relapse.
In addition to this primary analysis with the division of the
cohort into three groups on the basis of DUI, a supplementary
analysis was conducted where this variable was modelled as a
continuous term. The DUI showed a positive skew and was
transformed using the formula log(x+1) to avoid the appearance
of missing data and to maintain the assumption of a linear
relationship with the log-odds of relapse.
The results were similar to those seen with the primary
analysis – a history of bizarre behaviour and trial treatment
allocation remained significant predictors of relapse, although
tension no longer maintained significance. In agreement with
the previous analysis, time to treatment was not significantly
associated with the subsequent likelihood of relapse.
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Discussion
Validity of data
The criticism that the present analysis represents a ‘fishing
expedition’ with geriatric data must be addressed. The data-set
was indeed compiled over a quarter of a century ago but
comprises material collected by experienced researchers according
to the exacting standards that prevailed for all research samples of
Northwick Park Hospital at the time. The major instruments were
meticulously developed, internationally validated, have aged well
and would be acceptable in modern studies. The DBR was devised
for the study and, as a simple means of categorising behavioural
disturbance, has face validity. We would therefore stand by
the continuing relevance of the raw data. The study concerned
relapse, an outcome infrequently addressed in the literature on
pre-treatment symptomatic intervals3 and the design allowed for
clinical assessments at entry that were masked to illness evolution,
a continuing issue in this field. Marshall et al2 identified only 2 out
of their 26 studies that met this criterion. In addition, the endpoint (relapse) was also in effect determined masked – by the
responsible clinicians not the research team, a practice principle
that may strengthen older data. Although many options are now
available for the treatment of those with psychotic illness, and
various professionals may contribute to or decide on outcome parameters such as relapse, resulting in doubts about
representativeness of study samples, this was not the case at the
time this study was undertaken, when relapse was determined
by a single, usually senior clinician and admission virtually
universal. We would therefore also stand by the relevance of
further analyses of these data.
Defining the focus
Two issues have the potential to blur clarity in the early intervention debate. Wyatt’s review related specifically to schizophrenia
but much research supporting early intervention as a means of
reducing pre-treatment intervals concerns psychosis in general
or schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. In Marshall et al’s review,
which attempted to restrict publications to those concerning
‘schizophrenia-like disorders’, 4 of the 26 studies reported data
‘for all psychoses only’.2 Although a degree of diagnostic
uncertainty is inevitable in early psychosis, it is important where
possible to return the debate to its original terrain, as it is with
schizophrenia that the longest delays in accessing treatment
occur14,15 and outcome benefits from reducing delays should be
greatest if the association is direct. The data presented here relate
specifically to schizophrenia, defined by PSE Catego criteria, i.e. to
a narrow concept of the condition.10 In addition, however, the
sample was followed up in detail at 2 years,16 which confirmed
individual diagnoses. Participants would therefore conform to
both DSM–IV17 and ICD–1018 criteria for schizophrenia.
Second, a distinction between DUI (time from first manifestation of any features until adequate antipsychotic treatment)
and DUP (time from first manifestation of any psychotic features
to treatment) has become accepted, the literature overwhelmingly
focusing on the latter. There is some support for maintaining the
distinction. Barnes and colleagues found no correlation between
the two, although some variables related differently to DUI as
opposed to DUP,19,20 an observation evident in other work.21
Nonetheless, the rationale behind the distinction is weak. It is
rarely stated whether DUP is adopted to reflect practicalities
(namely, the relative reliability of identifying psychotic as opposed
to ‘non-specific’ phenomena in retrospect), or whether the point
is theoretical, accepting, as Wyatt proposed, that emergence of
psychotic features reflects some ‘toxic’ biological process that

either promotes the shift to full-blown schizophrenia or is
stimulated by it. Prospective assessments have shown that the
presence of partial or transient psychotic phenomena does not
in itself predict progression to formal schizophrenic illness and
hence, in familial cases at least, cannot per se reflect a threshold
event,22 whereas non-specific symptomatology is virtually universal
in those whose course is to illness.12 In those already diagnosed,
awareness of emerging non-specific phenomena would seem a
valid marker of the earliest change denoting the shift to illness.
Our data refer to the emergence of features considered by close third
parties, especially relatives, as of significance with regard to the
subsequent development of illness and would correspond to DUI.
Parameters of severity
We found no evidence that a longer period prior to accessing
treatment was associated with more severe illness at presentation
in terms of global symptom levels. Although an association
between longer DUP and higher global symptom ratings has been
reported,23 our finding utilising a DUI measure is in line with the
consensus using DUP.3 Our Index of Definition data support the
interpretation of Barnes and colleagues,20 who attributed a lack of
association in their study to the fact that service contact was
triggered by patients reaching a severity threshold. Likewise, our
groups did not differ in terms of duration of hospitalisation, a
finding reported even where early detection services have been
put in place.24
The sole symptomatic association we found was that
those with a longer pre-treatment interval had lower scores on
the PSE-derived tension scale at admission, which was also
independently associated with relapse, although this relationship
did not withstand the supplementary analysis. Tension is a
composite of nine items: 4 (worrying), 5 (tension pains), 6 (tiredness), 7 (muscular tension), 8 (restlessness), 10 (feeling of nervous
tension), 11 (free-floating anxiety), 12 (anxious foreboding with
autonomic accompaniments) and 120 (observed anxiety). Psychopathologically, these represent a homogeneous set of phenomena
reflecting anxiety/arousal in the most general sense, but as a
construct, tension is not directly equatable with those embedded
in standardised assessment instruments most commonly utilised
in the modern literature, making comparisons difficult. In
apparent contradiction of our finding, there is evidence that
anxiety and depression at presentation are greater in those with
long DUP and associated with poorer outcome at 6 and 12
months,2 but studies in general have not concentrated on this
domain. The failure of the relationship between tension and
relapse to be maintained following log-transformation of our data
suggests that such non-specific symptomatology may not
represent a robust predictor of outcome.
The most consistent symptomatic association in the literature
is with negative symptoms, long DUP being associated with greater
levels both at presentation and especially at follow-up.2,3 The
present data, in relation to presentation, do not in general support
this. The PSE-derived score for ‘negative’ symptoms comprises 6
items (110, slowness; 119, catatonic movements; 128, blunted
affect; 130, slow speech; 133, muteness; and 134, restricted
quantity of speech) all of which are observed signs, and although
there is clear overlap with specific negative symptom rating scales,
the constructs are not entirely consonant. Negative symptomatology
continues to present profound conceptual and measurement
problems for psychiatry25 in the light of which one must be
cautious about the weight of interpretation one places upon its
presence. Our findings, using a somewhat different appraisal
method from the literature in general, support such caution.
Although it would be rash to assume that diminished tension
and negative symptoms tap into the same domain, at a clinical
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level, both would be compatible with social disengagement that
could underlie delayed access to services.
A further element to emerge from our data was the role of
behavioural disturbance, both as a factor proximate to admission
(and probably determining it), but also as an independent
predictor of relapse. The literature does not in general consider
behaviour as a separate domain of disorder, which is surprising
as, clinically, behavioural disturbance is a frequent catalyst for
admission and as such is an intuitive marker of severity. In
addition, there is evidence from samples with chronic illness at
least, that disturbance in the behavioural domain correlates with
negative but not positive features.26 We found that those with
longer pre-treatment intervals showed evidence of more disturbed
behaviour, both threatening to others and of a bizarre nature,
prior to admission, but it was the latter that independently
increased relapse risk in both the primary and supplementary
analyses. Repeated bizarre behaviour (not classifiable as
threatening, sexual or damaging to property) was the strongest
independent predictor of early relapse, even more so than being
allocated to placebo. The presence of a rating for this reduced
the odds of a favourable 1-year outcome by 90% if manifest
repeatedly and by 85% if manifest only in the month prior to
admission. We have no evidence that early relapse in such patients
most likely reflects poor long-term adherence, although this is
clinically intuitive, particularly in view of the standing of this
behavioural variable in relation to placebo trial allocation.
The association between DUP and poor premorbid personality,
an obvious candidate for exerting independent and adverse
effects on outcome, remains controversial, although systematic
review does not support this as confounding the relationship
between DUP and outcome.2 There is, however, evidence that
mode of onset may be a related factor of importance, those with
a more rapid onset and shorter DUP having a better outcome.27,28
The chronicity of the behavioural disturbance evident within
the Northwick Park sample prior to admission was often a
striking feature of third-party accounts8 as were the high
thresholds of tolerance that developed, notwithstanding the
distress engendered. Such chronicity is characteristic of insidious
onset and compatible with an impaired level of social and
interpersonal relationships.
The picture of longer pre-treatment intervals being associated
with gradual evolution is supported by the other significant
findings relevant at time of admission – those with longer pretreatment intervals were more likely to be single, to be living
alone/with parents (i.e. not in a stable partnership) and to be
unemployed, and were less likely to have experienced a significant
life event immediately prior to hospitalisation. Our data from a
sample with schizophrenia did not support the finding21 that
DUI is longer in those with a positive family history of psychotic
illness. The logistic regression model providing the best predictors
of early relapse included only tension, bizarre behaviour (both
over 1 month and repeatedly), being unemployed and being
treated with placebo. This model correctly predicted 54.8% of
those who did not relapse within 1 year and 84.8% of those
who did. The DUI was not significantly associated with relapse
within 1 year and was removed from the model when these
variables were entered.

schizophrenia is unlikely to be straightforward, a view in line with
Wyatt’s very specific conclusion that ‘early intervention with
neuroleptics in some [author’s emphasis] acute psychotic patients
reduces long-term morbidity’.1 Some contradictions in the
literature most probably reflect heterogeneity, not only in
methodologies29 but across and within diagnostic categories.30
With regard to treatment response, it has been suggested that
DUP exerts its impact on those ‘with a less pernicious, more
reversible form of illness’.31 This leaves open the likelihood that
in some patients the relationship is confounded by factors
independently linking prolonged pre-treatment interval and poor
outcome. In the present study, the nature of these variables
encourages the view that early symptomatic, behavioural and
social indicators of poor outcome would provide a valid focus
for early intervention strategies, highlighting factors such as
unemployment as targets for identifying those likely to engage
poorly.32 However, as with much of this literature in which pretreatment interval was not the primary issue in design, our
findings cannot address the issue conclusively but still leave open
the alternative interpretation, the first drawn from the initial
analyses of these data – that aspects inherent to the illness itself
contribute both to delayed access to treatment and to poor
outcome.7 Prolonged DUP has been associated with certain
neurocognitive impairments at presentation33 and with grey
matter changes, including reductions in planum temporale,34 left
middle and inferior temporal lobe and occipital and fusiform
cortices, and grey matter excess in left basal ganglia.35 The
intriguing question is whether change of this sort reflects the
action of a putative ‘toxin’ or whether it is itself the ‘noxious’
element, with structural brain abnormalities representing
biological substrates for ‘types’ of illness whose clinical features
inherently frustrate the aims of early intervention programmes.
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